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L Wire gauze -arrestors in a short narrow tube.
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SUI!~'lARY

The performance of wire gauzes as flame arresters for gas explosions in
a short tu'Jing system has been studied. The gauzes were mounted iqside the
t ube , which was straight _and was held vertically, and f'Lammab'Le mixtures
contai.ning propane, ethylene, or Town I s gas were passed into the tube and
the~ ign:.ted at the open end. The velocity of the flame that was just
quenched by a single gauze was approximately inversely proportional to the
width of the mash of thc gauze. Tests wore also made with packs of coarse
gauzes and corribinations of coarse and fine gauzes. Some theoretical
considerations are given.
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THE }'UNDAl,iF'..NTAL STUDY 01!' FLAME A..11J.lESTERS

Wire gauze arresters in a short narrow tube. '

by

K. ~r. Palmer

INTRODUCTION

\

Flame arresters are devices which are able to prevent or quench the
passage of flame; their main use is ill ,industrial plant ,for preventing the
propagation of explosion through combustible gas mixtures in ducts or other
sys tema , A single layer or a pack of wire Gauze are common and cheap fonns
of flame' arrester. but they suffer from the disadvantage that gauze is flimsy
and SO the possibility of accidental damage is a serious risk w~th this type

,of arrester. Another common type of arrester. whf.ch is more robust. consists
of a crimped and a flat metal ribbon wound concentrically to give an array of
cells of,triangular cross-section. These arresters are more able to withstand
flames burning continuously on them than are gauze, arresters. Other types
of flame arrester include beds of pebbles or Raschig rings. ball bearings.
,sintered metal discs. alld closely spaced mctal plates.

Although flame arresters of various typcs have been used for a considcrable
time. as in the Davy safety lamp. a recent rev-lew(l) showed that often their,
use is on an empirical basis without any definite knowledge of the capabilities
and limitations of the arresters. 'l'he early work on arresters was concerned '
Vii th the quenching of methane/air explosions in coal mining. with partioular
8~lphf,sis on, the develQpment of safety lamps and flame-proof apparatus.
S+'8.1;bam and Wheeler( 2) studied the possibility of using perforated plates and
~~+.tories of parallel metal rings (ring reliefs) to prevent explosions
p,:>opa,sating out of vented flame-proof appazabua , They showed that with
pe~'fol',,-tions ,of a given size the resist=ce of perforated plates to the passage
cf flame decreased as the area of the plate w~s increased. With ring reliefs
th"y found that the most important factor for the passage of flame was the'
wideh of the gap between consecutive rinGs. They also 're90~lffiended that 'the
minimum width of, the rings should be 1.5 inches. Minchin~3) s budi.edvtrhe
'passage of coal gas flames through perforated plates and concluded that the
efficiency of this type of arrester was reduccdLr the, holes wore clos'ely
spaced. He suggested that some of the heat loss by, a flamelet in a plate.'
perforation was the result of radiation. alld he gave a correlation between a

,factor derived from the radiation' received by neighbouring flamelets and the
perf'crmance 'of the plate in quenching flame".

Wire gauze arresters arc often installed in the vent pipes of petroleum ,
'storage tanks and they have also been used to quench flames ifilsuing from vents
during oil mist/air explosions in engine crankcases. Lamb(4) and Prces ton , ,
Roberts and Thomas(5) showed that packs containing scveral layers of 20- or '

" 40- mesh gauze were capable of preventing the flames of oil mist explosions in
:' .Lar'ge ves"6~s from passing through vents into, the eurroundi.ng atmosphere.
Mansfield~ ) showed in smaller seale Town's gas/air explosions that gauzes
wetted with oil could' be more effective flnme arre"t~rs than the same gauzes
when dry. The HOl1!e Office Miners Lamps Comnrittee~ 7) consd.dercd the passage
of methane/air cxp.Losd.ons through wire gauze and correlated the distal1ce of
travel of the flame to the gauze wi.t h the Safety Number- (S)'. S V/US defined
by the relation '

S = # where n =number of apertures. d " dirunetcr' of the wire.,', a

and a = area of hole per toot area of gauze. The Committee also,investigated



the passage of flame through perforated plates(8}. Later work on methane/air
explosions in pipes was carried out by Loison, Chaineaux, and Delclaux( 9) ,
using a flame arrester consisting of a pile of plates having their planes
parallel to the axis of the pipe; The arrester was attached,lO m. from the
cloDed end of a pipeline 25 cm. in diameter, and a further 18 m. of pipeline
were connected to the other side of the arrester and terminated at vents whose
diameters ranged from nil to that of the pipe; ignition was at the pennanently .
c.l.csed end of the pipeline. Count s were thcn made of the percentages of
t~ials in which the flame passed the arrester. ~aas and Quaden(lO) studied
the behaviour of crir.rped ribbon arresters mounted in pipelines up to 25 m, in
length and of 5 em. diameter. The fuels used were coal gas and a methane/
hydrogen mixture, with air as supporter, and both quiescent and flowing gas
mj.Atures were tested. Observations were then made of whether or not the
explosion passed the arrester; in no case did the arrester fail the first
tim3 that it was used although in the presence of flames accompanied by high
precsure wiwes' (probably detonations) the arresters failed on the second
exposure.

Sintered metal arresters have been described by Egerton, Evcrett, and
Moore(ll); they used hydrogen and methane as fuels, with oxygen as supporter,
and the mixtures were initially at sub-atmospheric pressures. The sintered
metals were found to be more effective against hydrogen/oxygen than against
methane/oxygen flames, and the efficiency of the arrester could not be
correlated v~th its porosity. Perforated plates were much less efficient
than the sintered metal discs. The efficiency of the sintered metal arresters
was appreeiably reduced by combining two so that the rough faces were in
corrract , the drop in efficiency was believcd to be due to the ignition of
small pockets of gas trapped between the arresters.

A system of pebble bed arresters and vents suitable for insertion in
p~.'f::"(J·I.e= pipelines was described by Radier(12), but the extent to which it
t':.(l been tested was not made clear.

Althoagh experimental information is available on most types of arrester
t:,,·,re has been very little fundamental work to relate the performance and
prcperties of the arresters with the properties of the flames, the nature of
th'S: exp'Loai.ve gas mixtures, and the dimensions of the systems in which the
arresters were installed. Also there is insufficient information to enable
safe values of the dimensions of the 'passages through the arresters to' be
correlated with' such fundamental properties of the gas inixtures as the quenching
distances and the laminar b'J!\ling velocities, about which a, considerable amount
of information is avaa.Lab'l.el,1) . Finally, in a substantial part of. the work
so far published, the combustible inixture used was methane/air and as explosions
in this mixture are comparatively easily quenched, the arresters found to be
suitable might be unsafe for explosions in the gases and vapours more commonly
used in industry. It has been found with flame-proof equipment that a flange
gap safe for methane explosions may not be safe for explosions with faster
burning fuels. An ,investigation of the fundamental aspects of flame arresting
bas rther'ef'ore commenced, in order that a better 'understanding may be obtained

',o~ the modes of action of. the arresters ,and their limitations in relation to
" the' systems in which they are installed. This report describes experiments

on wire gauze arresters installed in a simple tubing system. Wire gauzes
were used because they are a simple f'orm of arrester in common use and with
them' a 'wide range of sizes of aperture and of thicknesses could be' studied.

Gauzes of various meshes ana. materials were used as the arresters; some
characteristics of the gauzes are listed in Table 1. In each case the values
for the wire diameter and the mesh width (the v~dth of a hole in the gauze)
are the means of three determinations.

- 2 -
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TABLE 1

.Chara.cteristics of_"the wire gauzes

Nominal
mesh

Brass
\I

. Steel
Brass

, Steel
Brass,
Steel
Brass

II

Steel
Brass
Steel
Brass
Steel

I Phoophor bronzo
" '"_, I

I..
6
6

10
'10
18
28
30
40
40
60

.60
80
80

120
200 I

I

I'

0.246
0.395

0.437

0.663
0.595

0.659
0.734

The following approximate relati~ns nny be derived from the values given
in the Table:

m = 13.2 Dl·5.

A DO.35 = 0.535

Three fuels were used in the preparation of the explosiva gas mixtures:
propane, ethylene ~ and 'I'ownts gas. The propane was specified by the manu
facturers as being at least 97 per cent pU1~e; the ethylene was specified as
being 98.2 per cent pure. The TownI s gas was used from the mains supply and
samples of the gas were taken from the mains before arid after the series of
tests. The two samples gave the analyses shown in Table 2. With each of
the fuels fast flames were obtained by enriching the fuel/air 'mixture' with
oxygen; the oxygen was of nonnal cormnercial purity.

TABLE 2

Analysis of the ToYaL.::;;~as §.f!ffiples

Final
sample

r

4.3
5.5
0.4

23.7
43.8
17.8
4.5

. 1

'C02 ,4.9
.. Cn Hm 4.2

02 0.3
co ,I 20.5

H2 46.4
. Cn H2o+2 'I 17.5

I N2 (by differc~ce)'! 6.2
, !

Percentage ~o.",",l=ume~-r-__~
Initial

Constatuent sample,

,- 3 -



Tho tubo in which the explosions were 'produced was of porspex; the ,/;
longth of the tube was 170 cm , , the internal diameter was 6.4 em., and the, J
wall thickness was 0.6 em. The tube was cut into two sections, the shorter
section being 58.5 em. in length, and the"two sections were held vertically
so that they butted endwise on to each other; the arrester was sandwiched
tightly between the two sections and was held in position by friction only.
In all experiments the gas mixture was ignited at an open end of the tube,
wi th the other end of the tube closed. The apparatus could be adapted to
permit experiments with either upward'or dmvnward propagation of flan~ and
for the propagation of the flame along either the shorter or the longer sectio~

of the tube before reaching the gauze. Measurements of flame velocities near
the gauze were made using a rotating drum camera; the speed of the drum was
calibrated by means of a signal generator in conjunction with a cathode ray
oscilloscope.

Procedure

In each experiment with single gauzes a fresh sample was cut to fonn a
circular disc whose diameter equalled that of the outside of t he tube, and
after the gauze was washed in carbon tetrachloride it was dried and then
'sandwiched horizontally between the ends of tho two sections of tube. When
multiple layers 'of coarse gauzes were used the gauze circles wero bolted
together so that the meshes wcrc aligned, the edges of the gauzes were then
soldered and the bolts were removed before cleaning and insertion of the gauze
assembly in, the tube. As packs containing three or more layers of coarse gauze
gavo no sign of distortion by the flame they were each used for several
exper-iment s , Combinations of fine and coarse gauzes were assembled by
scl.dering the circles together at the edges; the building of packs of fine
gauzes was not attemPted, because of the difficulty,in obtaining alignment of
the meshes. After the gauze was inserted in the tube the system was made
gas-tight by binding the junction with transparent adhesive cellulose tape.

The explosive gas mixture was then metered through the tube, allmving about
t on changes of the gas in the tube, and the supply was then cut off. The
quiescent gas mixture in the tube was ignited by a small gas flame applied to
the open end of the tube, tII1d the movement of the flame near the' gauze was
recorded by the drum camera. The velocity of the flame was measured at the
following positions relative to the gauze:

(i) at about 1.5 em. from the gauze surface on the approach side
(initial velocity).

(ii) at the gauze surface on the approach side (approach velocity)
and, if the flame passed the gauze,

(iii) at the gauze surface on the departure side (departure velocity).

(iv) at about 1.5 em. from the gauze surface on the depar-ture side
(final velocity).

The velocity of the flame was calculated from measurelOOnts of the slope
of the flame front on the photographic record and the speed of rotation of the
camera drum. If the propagation of the flame through the tube was sufficientlY
slow, the flame travelled at a unifonn velocity when 1. 5 em. from the gauze and
the record given by the drum camera was a straight line, as in Plate lea). _ ,.-.-<
With faster flames, however , vibrations of up to about 1 em. amplitude developed -;
and caused the flame to move at a variable velocity; hence the camera record
was wavy, as in Plate 1 (b and c). In such cases the maximum value of the
flame velocity at or near the point' 1.5 em. from the gauze was taken as the
local flame velocity; the photographic record for the ,maximum value was usual~

clearly defined and measurcrrerrt could be made with the minimum of subjective
error. When the photographic record VIas obscure, so that definite measurements
were not possible, the record was rejected; In order to be consistent, whenever
the flame velocity near the gauze was variable the above mothod of measurement
was used for (d.) and (iv) above.

- 4 -
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RESULTS

Observation of the flames

,The ve Iocdty of propagation of the flamG in the tube could be altered by
changing eithGr the composition of tho explosive mixture, or the length of the
tube between the igniting flame and the gauze (the run-up length), or the
direction of propagation. This behD.viour was similar to that dcacr-ibed by
other workers for flames propagating in tubes without gauzes. A sufficiently
wide range of flame velocities was producGd by using gas mixtures whosG
compositions ranged from ncar-limit fuel/air mixtures to a stoichiometrio
mixture contallling 1 part'of ,fuel (by volume), 9.6 parts of air, and 3 parts
of additional· oxygen. ',The 'flame velocities obtained with a given mixture were
not very reproducible; furthGr details .of this are' given" later. If the run
up length, of the tube were 'increased the flamG velocities also increased;
hence a given flame velocity v~s obtainGd vdth a fuel/air mixturG nGarer the
flammability limits if the run-up were increo.sed. "

The photographic records given by the flames were sufficiently clear for
accurate mGasurements of tho initial velocities of the flames «i) above).
WhGn the flames were within a few mm, of the' gauze the records sometimes
became diffuse, SO that mcasurement of the flame velocity was less precise;
in consequence although the approach velocity « ii) above) usually appeared
to be less than the initial velocity, no empirical relationship was established
bctwcenEhc two quantities.' WhGn the flame passed the gauze the record of the
departure ve.Loc.ity «iii) above) was equally uncertain, although t he final
volc~ity of the flamG «iv) above) was usually as clearly defined as the lllitial
velC'dty of the flame. The mean ratios of the initial velocity to the approach,
departure, and final vGlocities for one complete set of results (those
represented in Fig. 1) WGre calculated on a logarithmic basis and are listGd in
Table 3, irrespectivG of the gauzes used. In view of the uncertainty sometimes
associated with the determination of the approach velocity the value of the
io'itiai f'Lamo velocity (measured about 1,5 em. from the gauze) was used as the
cin~'D.,,'Go'ristie velocity' of tho flame as it neared the gauze.,

TABLE ~

Ratios of flame Velocities ncar,the gauze

,--_._----
,Ratio ):nitial velocity Initial velocitv Initial velocity

Approach'velocity Departure velocity l"inal velocity

Mean value 2.35 0.66 1,12

Total number of values 78 19 19

-
Standard deviation 1,,92 I 2.62 2.03about mean

-
If the flame did not pass the gauze the damage' suffered by the gauae was

small, the grGatest damage being slight discoloration of the very fine gauzes.
If the flame passed through the gauze little damage was caused to gauzes coarser
than 18-mesh, but gauzes finer than 60-mesh were usually destroyed. Gauzes of
intermediate mesh were often split. The destruction of gauzes was frequently ,
accompanied by the emission of light from the molten metal; this emission was

, particularly marked with the fine steel gauzes and was often sufficient to,
affect the photographic record and to interfere seriously with the measurement
of flame velocities. The interference could be reduced by introducing a blue
light filter into the camera.

- 5 -
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Experiments with single gauzes

The arresting of propane flames by brass or phosphor-bronze gauzes was
investigated using a run-up length of 58.5 cm, , the flame propagating upwards,
and the results are given in ~ig. 1. The initial flame velocity is plotted
against the width of the gauze mesh on logarithmic axes and distinction is
made as to whether or not the flame passed the gauze; no account is taken of
variation ,in the composition of the explosive mixture even though both lean
and rich mixtures were used to produce slow flames. It was possible to draw
a straight line wllich, with a few exceptions, separated the results of experi-'
mentis in 'which the gauze quenched the f'Larne from those results for wllich the
flame passed through the .gauae , , The line was arranged so that equal numbers
of the exceptional results fell on each side of it. The line in Fig. 1 is,
represented by a broken line in Figs. 2 - 6, in whi.oh it is included for,
comparison. The results of experiments with propane flames under similar
conditions with steel gauzes are shown in Fig.' 2. Further experiments with
propane flames propagating upwards, with brass or phosphor-bronze gauzes ,
were carried out using a longer run-;up length (111.5 em.) and the results are
given in Fig. 3. The behaviour of propane flames propagating downwards was
studied using a 58.5 em. length of tube between the igniting source and the
gauze, •and the results are shown in Pi.g , 4.

, The results for ethylene and Tovm I s gas flames propagating upwards, and
I'lith a run-up length of 58.5 cm, , are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively.
The gauzes used were brass or phosphor-bronze.

~eriments with combinations of gauzes

The effect of increasing the number of layers of 'gauze in the arrester
was studied with 10-mesh gauzes, with up to 10 layers arranged so that the
meshes were accurately aligned. The fuel used was propane and the flames
propagated upwards, with either a 58.5 em. or a 111.5 em. run-up. The 'results
are given in Fig. 7, where the initial flame velocity is plotted on logarithmio
axes against the number of gauzes in the pack. A further set of experiments
Vias carried out vath packs of 6-mesh gauze, using ethylene flames propagating
upwards, with a run-up length of 58.5 em. The results are shown in Fig. 8.

In an attempt to devise an arrester with the quenching ability of a fine,
gauze, but with the mechanical strength of a coarse gauae , experiments were
carried out with a 120-mesh gauze soldered to a 6-mesh brass gauze. The
combined gauzes were inserted in the tube, with a 58.5 em. run-up length, and
were exposed to propane flames travelling upwards. The results are given in
Tc.ole 4 for experiments with the finer gauze on th<i underside (120 + 6), the
finer gauze being the first reached by the flame, and with the reverse arrange
ment of gauzes (6 + 120). Evidence was obtained that with the latter arrange
~ent the centre of the finer gauze was lifted·by the slight pressure developed
as the flame approached, so that when the flame neared the arrester the two
gauzes were no longer in contact over their whole area. With neither arrange
ment of gauzes was the combined arrester as effective as a single layer of
120-mesh gauze (Fig. 1).

TABLE 4

Exoe:r:.iments with combined 6- <m.<i 120-mesh gauzes

I (120 + 6) arrangement (6 + 120)ar~ngement
Initial f~ Behaviour of Initial flame IBehaviour of
velocity ,,,- flame v<e 1 o...i tv ""'/~ fJ..ame, .

1091 Passed 981 i Quenched1

831 II 820 Passed
800 Quenched 582 Quenched
622 II 438 Passed
555 II' 4].0 Quenched
388 II 405 II

257
!

Passed
220 Quenched

- 6 -



In a further attempt to construct a robust arrangement capable of stopping
fast flames packs were made up in which a finer brass or phosphor-bronze gauze
was sandwiched between tV/O 6-mesh brass gauzes. Propane flumes propagating
upwards were again used, Ylith .the run-up length of 58.5 em. The results are
shown in Fig; 9, where the initial flame velocity is plotted against the mesh
width of the central gauze in the sandwich. In no instance was the combination
markedly more effective than the central gauze alone, and with the finer gauzes
the effeetivencss was considerably reduced.

Variation of initial flame velocity .rlth.xun-up length and gas composition

: - Even when the expcl~lental conditions wel~ kept as constant as possible
the initial flame velocity of a given gas mixture was found to vary between
experiments. Values of the mean initial flame velocities of various propane
mixtures have been obtained by considering all the experimental results for
this fuel represented in Figs. 1 - 9 and Table 4, irrespective of. the arresters
tested. These mean va.Iue s are listed as V in Table 5, together with their
rcspectdve standerd deviations If; in each case thG value .Ls the mean of at
least six results.

.Tj\BLE 5

Mean initial flame velocities (V cm!s) of propane-oxvgen-nitrogen mixture§.

r
t

Mixture composition Run-up 58.5 em, I Run-up 111.5 em. I Run-up 58.5 em.
(Pnrts by volume) Upward propagation/ Upwa.::d propagation Downw:rd propagation

propanel_Air Additional V 0 V 6" V 0-
oxygen- .

3 97 - 98 114 172 141 - -
3.25 96.75 - - - - - 161 174
3.5 96.5 - 253 147 2224 2417 111 48

4 96 - 295 346 2190 1227 - -
1 19.1 1 473 270 - - 747 450
1 14.3 2 824 415 - - - . -
1 9. 62 - 3 1889 1321 - - - -

i .J

-

DISCUSSION

The 'arresting of flames by single gau~Q§

With each of the fUGls tested, and under each set of experimental conditions,
there were critical values of the initial flame VGlocity bGlow which the flames
were arrested, and above which they propagated through the arrestGr. In each
of the sets of results shown in Figs. 1 - 6 a line can be drawn to separate the
results of experiments in which the gauze quenched the flame from those results
in which t he- flame was not quenched, apart from a relatively small number of
results. It may be seen from l"igs. 1 - 6 that the lines connecting the critical
flame velocities were approximately straight, and that each set of results may be .......
re presented approximately by an equation of the fonn

V - C.. (1)- dl ~ .

where V is the critical value of the initial flame velocity, m is the width of
the mesh of the gauze (Table 1), and C and n are eonstants. Values of the two
constants corresponding to the various fuels and experimental conditions are
given in Table 6. The relation between the critical velocity of the flame and
the width of the mesh of the gauze, equation (1), was only slightly influenced
by variation of the composition of the fuel, the material of the gauze, the
direction of propngation, and the length of the run-up of the flame. The

- 7 -
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effectiveness of gauze arresters under the conditions of test thus appears tb
depend largely on the velocity of the flame as it nears the gauze, and facto~.
such as the direction of propagation and the length of the run-up from the \
point of ignition to the gauze appear to be of secondary impo~tance except in
so fox as they affect the flame velocity.

By making several simplifying assumptions a theoretical treatment of the
quenching of a flame by a wire gauze has been d.er:ived, the detailed argument
is given in Appendix A. It was assumed in tIns theoretical approach that the
quenching of the flume was an effect caused by heat t ransf'er- from the. flame to
the gauze, so that if more than a certain critical fu~Ount of heat were removed
the flame would be quenched.

YJj.luesof t.he constants-in Eguation (1)

·1

f-.- ---1-----
c

13.2 'j
12.8 1
23.3 '

!

I

30.0 I
I

14.9
17.5

1.21
1.27
1.10

!

1.00 I
1.22 I
1.24

58.5
58.5
58.5

58.5

58.5
llL5

Run-up
iength em.

II

Upwards

Downwards
Upwards

11 I

I
_-L. _ .. _. -- --- . -- - . --_.-. ,

Direction of
propagation

Material of
gauze

II

II

propane Brass and
phosphor-bronze

Steel
"Brass andIphosphor-bronze

_~::~:n~~.l__._ :: _._

-~

\.
\

The amount of heat r-emoved from the flame by the gauze was calculated in
tenns of the veiocity, temperature, and the thickness of the f'Lame and the
dimensions of the gauze from the .convective heat transfer data given in
standard textbooks. The amount of heat to be removed from the flame for
quenching was taken from published results for propane flames on a flat-flame
burner, In the theoretical treatment two cases were considered: firstly, a
flat flame approaching the gauze, and secondly the more genera.l case of the
approach of a curved flame to the gauze. On substituting nwnerico.l vafues.
in the equation (A2) the relation given as equation (A3) was obtained for the
stoichiometric propanec/aaz- flame; this relation is represented by the
theoretical line in }i'ig. 1. This theoreticc.l line lies close to the experi
mental line, although tending to be 0. Iittle Low, and the discrepancy I'l1D.y be
explained, at least in part, as arising from the assumptions made in the
theoretical approach. The position of the theoretical line,. but not the slope,
will depend on the compositioil of the unbumt mixture; the line would be
displaced upwards for slower burning mixtures and downwards for faster burning
mixtures. It is unfortunate that Lnf'ormatri on on the effect upon the burning
velocity of the removal of measured quantities of heat from a f'Lame is very
scanty, and tho:t in consequence calculations along the lines described in
Appendix A cannot be made for propane-air-oxygen flames or for ethylene or
coal 8P-s flames. However, it appears from Table 6 that ethylene and coal gas
flames behaved in practice in a similar manner to propane flo.mes under the
condd,Hons 0'1' test, and hence their behaviour could probably be explained along
similar lines to that of propane flumes.

.~

-.

From the theoretical argument it may be seen that for the type of combus>
tiqn considered the fonn of the relation between the critical f'Lame velocity
for quenching and the mesh width should be independent of the length of the
run-up and of the direction of propagation. In addition, as the gauzes are

- 8 -
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unlikely to attain high temperatures if the flame is quenched (see below), the
e~ficiencies of brass, steel, and phosphor-bronze gauzes·of the Sill~e dimensions
should be the same, undcr Yhe conditions of test. In the main, these deduc-.
tions az'e in accor-dance with the oxpcr-irncrrba.L results. A further deduction
is that the relation between the flame velocity and the mesh width should be
Lndependerrt of the; diameter of the tube; this effect will be testecJ, in f'utiuro'
c)"'-pGrilrLents. .

":ne increase in the temperature of the gauze due to contact with the flame
front may be ·easily calculated if the flame thickness is known, The value of
the flame thickness could not be detcrnri.ned by direct photography of the flame
passing along the tube, but some illforlIllltion :j.s avc.LLab'Lc from the results of
experiments on burner flames. Thus leried!nn.n\17) used a fine wire thennoeouple
probe and showed that the thickness of t he region in which most of the heat was
released in a 3.2 per cent propane/air flat flame was about 0.2 em., whereas
the Luminous zone was only about 0.03 em. in thickness. Othor workers, using
~ Bunsen-type burner(lS), found the thickness of tho luminous zone to be less,

.:at about 0.02 em., and the total thickness of' the flame to be about 0.1 em.
The actual value of the thickness of' the flume in a tube is thus uncertain,
although of the order of a millimetre, but a value of 0.2 em. has been t akcn so
that if in error it would probably be t oo large ; this error would then lead to
an ovez-ees t imatri.on of the temperature attained by the gauze. Specimen
temperature rises have been calculated in Appendix B for a fine and for a
coarse gauze, assuming a flat flame to be propagating through a 4 per cent
propane/air mixture. Such a flat flame propagatoa ~t 41 em./s., which is ;the
standard burning velocity for the unburnt mixture\14), so that when the flame
is curved and moving more rapidly, ·the temperature rises would be proportionately
greater. As the 200- and 6-mesh gauzes will just quench flames moving at
velocities of 4700 and 91 em./s. respectively (l'ig. 1), the expected temperature
rises of the gauzes would be 15SCC andO.43CC respectively. As both these
temperatures are well beLow bhe melting points of the metals (about 1000CC and.
94DCC respectively) damage to the gauze by quenched flames would not be expected.
There wcul.d , however, be· considerably more hcab available in the exhaust gases

.behind the flame front, so that if the flame passed the finer gauzes they could
be heated sufficiently to melt.

Estimat(;·s of the flame thickness could of course be obtained from direct
measurement of tho· temperature changes of gauzes by reversing the ct1.1culation
in Appendix B. A value of flame thickness obtained by this method might be
more: satisfactory than one obtained from a burner since it is not knovm whether
all the reaction zone, or orily part, must bo cooled in order to quench the flame.
Further experimental work is necessary on this point.

TI1!L~tini..QfJl¥1esb..Y...E..I)..~,':p£'cks

The results given in li'ig~. 7 and S for multiple layers of coarse gauzes
showed that the benefit obtained by increasing the number of layers tailed off
:f'ail'ly quickly,. so that comparatively little was obtained by increasing the
number- of gauzes of the same mesh above five. This behaviour caube explained,
in a qualitative manner, as resulting from the fact that when the thickness of
the pack is equal to the thickness of the flame the rate of extraction of heat
from the flame will be a maximum and will not be increased by any further
increase. in the length of channel through the pack. A theoretical treatment
of the· problem is complicated because the gauze packs have front and: rear
surfaces capable of abstracting heat from the flame, in addition to the passages
runmng through the pack which are also capable of abstracting heat. These
passages.are not smooth-walled· but consist of intermittent curved surfaees
separated by gaps. However, by making the eonsiderable assumption that a
pack of N layers of gauze is equivalent to a single layer of gauze,. plus an
array of tubes of length (N - 1)· x the thickness of a single gauze ·and with
continuous smooth walls, .a theoretical treatment has been derived and is
given in Appendix C.

-9 -



The equation (06) from the Appendix is represented by a broken line in
Fig. 7, and lies well below the experimental line. The position, but not the
shape, of the co.lculated line is governed Lar'ge.Iy by the critical flame velocity
for one' layer of gauze, the calculated value for which was too small by a factor
of about two. The calculation indicated that no further genefit would be
obtained by increasing the number' of gauzes beyond about eight; this is in
fair agr-aoment with the experiments. The v aLue of the limiting initial flame
velocity of the calculated line was derived from the experimental results, and
so carmo't be used to test the them:y. It is probable that the assurrptd.ons
maG.s i11 the theoretical treatment preclude good agreenent with the experimental
resuUs .. but the same theoretical approach should hold for crimped ribbon flame
arreste,~'s and experimental investigations are planned. These arresters
consist of an array of smooth-walled tubes, with comparatively little front
face and back face areas, and are thus closer to the ar=y model taken in
Appendvx O.

The main feature of the results of these experiments was that a combination
of fine and coarse gauzes was less effective in f'Lame quenching t han the fine
gauzes o.lone.· This behaviour may be explained on the basis that flame cannot
pass through the area of the fine gauze that is covered by the wires of the
coarse gauze. Thus some of the surface area of the wire in the fine gauze is
lost for quenching, being to some extent replaced by the smaller surface area
of .the wh'e in the coarse gauze; the efficiency of the combination as an
arrester ought to be Leas than that of the fine gauze, in proportion to the
loss of surface area of wire. When a fine gauze is sandwiched between two
coarse gauzes the contribution to the surface area of the coarse .gauaes may not
be complete since some may be lost in contact with the fine gauze, and thus the
total effective surface area of the· ·arrester would probably lie between that ·of
one coarse and one fine gauze and two coarse and one fine gauze. The total
effective gauze areas for various combinations are calculated in Appendix D,
and critical initial flame velocities for quenching are derived. '

The calculated velocity for a single 6- and 120-mesh combination
(820 cm./s.) is in excellent agreement with the experimental results with the
(120 + 6) arrangeroont (Table 4), but with the alternative arrangement (6 + 120)
the experimental results were too scattered for comparison. Prom the theoretical
viewpoint both .arrangements should be equally effective in arresting flames.

, When a gauze is sandwiched between two coarser gauzes the predicted behaviour of
the combination was in reasonable agreement \vith the experimental results (Fig.9)
if it were assumed that the faces of the coarse gauze in contact with the fine
gauze made a negligible contribution to the quenching of the f'Lame , The central
flat portion of the curves in Fig. 9 arises because with the 60- and 120-mesh
gauzes the surface areas of wire in unit area of gauze are approximately equal
(Table 1).

-;

~~er considerations

Prom both the experimental results and the theoretical viewpoint it is .
clear that the performance of the wire gauze arresters depended to a considerable
extent upon the velocity of the flame as it neared the az-res tez-, It is therefore
important to be able to relate the flame velocities which develop in a system to.
the composition of the combustible mixture and the dimensions of the system;

, the results given in Table 5 show, however, that under unifonn conditions
considerable variations of flame velocity can occur. At present there, are
insi.1fficient results available to lead to any empirical relations, and further
experd.merrte.Lwor'k is,required. Attention has also been drawn to the lack of
information on the effect of the removal of measured amounts of heat upon the
burning velocity of common' combustible gases; such information would be useful
in predicting the behaviour of other combust fb'Ies and might make detailed
experimental testing unnecessary.·

- 10 -
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The theoretical approach made in the present paper can be extended to
predict the behaviour of arresters under conditions where the unburnt mixture
is in motion, such as occur when ignition is =00 at the clo-Sed end of, a tube
whose other end is open or when the fuel is in an actual flew. system; hrnvever,
C},..perimental investigation is obviously necessary. As wire gauzes are
mechani.ca'Hy weak, end are unsuitable for general use as flame arresters, some
of the mor-e robust types of arrestor also need investigation in order to
discover their capabilities and luJito.tions;, an'esters of great strength and
tl1en1Jal capaoi,ty would be needed whcro tho hot gas f'orincd during en explosion
i" exhausted through the arrester. In the experdmerrts described in the
present paper a substantial part of the hot products of explosion escaped
without passing through the ez-rcstcr, and tho rigour of the conditions was
therefore not a maximum.

Al though some progress n"ay be claimed in the elucidation of the fundamental
factors governing the behaviour of 'flame arresters much inforrr~tion remains to
be gathered.

CONCLUSIONS

, '

1. With wire gauze mounted in a short vertical tube there was a critical
velocity of approach of a flame belay whi.ch the flame was quenched and
'above which the flame passed through the arrester. In each case the
flame was initiated at the open end of the tube.

2. With single layers of gauze this critical velocity waa n.pproximately
inversely proportional to the width of the mesh of the gauz e , over 0.

wide range of mesh sizes. The relation between the critico.l velocity
and the mesh width was similo.r for propane, ethylene, and Tovm' s gas
flames and was very little affected by change in the direction of
propagation and length of the run-up of the flame to the gauzc , Botti
brass and steel gauzes gave similar results.

3. If coar-se gauzes were built into packs the critical f'Lame veloeity for
,quenehing inereased slightly, but the effect did not increo.se indefinitely
'as packs containing more than about five lo.yers of go.uze did not shew;
further increase in effectiveness.

4. Combinations of coar-se gauzes and a fine gauze were less effective th.m
the fine gauze alone.

5. A simple theory based on the assumption that the quenching of the flame
results from the abstraction of heo.t by tho wire of the gauze was r shown
to be in broad agreement with the experimental results for propane f'Lamos ,
Insufficient fundamental information wa.s available to test the thcory on
the results for ethylene and Town's gcis f'Lamcs ,
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Symbol

a

A

C

D

h

k

ill

n

N

Nu

q

Q

Re

S,

v

x

NarATION

Definition

Nwnber of meshes in unit area of gauze

Surf'ace area of wire j,n unit area of 'gauze

Constant

Diameter of wire

Heat transfer coefficient

Thennal conductivity of flame gases at
film temperature

Width of mesh in the gauze

Constant

Number of layers of gauze in a pack

Nusselt number

Total amount of heat absorbed from the flame by
unit area of gauze

Total amount of heat lost by unit area of flame

Reynolds number

Standard burning velocity

Temperature of the gauze

Mean bulk temperature of flame gaso s through the
gauze

Initial flan~ velocity

Mean thiclmess of f'Lame travelling at velocity V

Units

cm2/s (approx.)

CLl.

cal/cnNOK/s

callCTiVOK!s

em.

cal.

cal.

cm/s

CEVS'

em. .

y

z

Thiclmess of flame travelling at burning velocity S

Thiclmess of a gaUze pack

Constant

em.

em.

... , .. '" , "
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C2.SG 1

A flat flame propagating through'
a stationary ~!burnt gas nu~~ure

towards the gauz e , In this
treatment it is assumed that the
direction of propagation of fla:~e

relative to the vertical is L'ThuateriaL
It shoul.d be made clear that although
the flrone propagates with a velocity
of V cm/s t he burning gas is not movang
at this velocity; the CyJ!aust gases
will, however 1 be in motion and the
thrust developed may cause a dight
compressive motion of the unburrrt gas.
This forward velocity has been
neglected D1 the follmving discussion.

\ ,
\ /
V

.-+----f-~

l<'~' .- -is- ~
elY,

Cd )
,- /

( ~
><-P. =>C
\ C t'~\ ~ .J
\ \,

@)
Now, consider a zone of ,the f'Lame of t.hicknos s Xs within which most of the

heat of combustion is liberated, and from which a critical anount of heat must
be removed in order to quench the flame; the quarrtLty X s Yrill be named the
flame thiclmess. As the combuat i.hLe rmxture is pre-mixed the tihi.ckness of the
flame will be governed by the velocity of the chemical reactions in the f'Lane ,

Then, as the flame passes the gauze 1 . the amount of heat absorbed fro::! the
.flame by unit area. of the gauze in wit tiTi',e =' hA(Th - Tg) cal.

The flame is in conto.ct with the gauze ,for t~::le = .¥ s , appr'ox,

Thus 1 the total amount of heat absorbed from the f'Lame by unit area of gauze

:: q cal. = lJA('.rh - Tg) ·V'?· cal.

A value for h may be derived from the NusseLb number which, t'oz- lamino.r
flew 1 is related to the Reynolds number-as follows(l.3):

'-

Nu :: .If!. = o 520.32 + 0.43 Re •

l"or vcry low values of Re, this appr-oxtmaties to

.Hence q

DD. = 0.32
k

:: .9·i?Js. A.(Th - Tg)

-; .Q.~.31..._x._O.535k (Th _ Tg) Xs
D1.35 V

:: Q..3? x 0.535 x (13. 2)?·9 k ,
mO.9

from Table 1

(Th -Tg ) x~ ••.••••••••••••••••••• (Al-).·
V

Now, as the flame is flat the total amount of heat absorbed by unit area
of gauze is equal to the total amount of l~at lost by unit area of flaL~,

assuming no side losses. Also, the flame propagates at the standard burning
velocity S em./s ,

i.e. g = Q and V :: S

i.e. Q = ).#$ k (Th - Tg ) -?



Apnend.i.x A

A curved flame propagating through a stationalJT ~~burnt Bas uuxture
bowards the gauze ,

As the velocity of the fl~~e is proportional to its surface area the
flame travels marc qui.ckly tha..'1 before. In the present case each sq. en. of
gauze in opposed on t~e average, by Vis sq. CE1. of flame

, E.g. (AI) t~e=efuro b~comes Q

N',)W the thicblGSS of the flame, x , is governed by the velocity of the
chemica.L reac'i:;ions in the flame. Therefoz'e if the flame is propagating at .11

v':Jloc:Lty V, greater t han its standard burning velocity S, and if the duration
of the chemical reactions in the flame remadns constant, the thieki1.CSS of the
flame will be increased by a factor Vis.

i.e. x v= xs S

Then Q ::: 1~1J:~ k (Th - Tg) ~~ .•••.•••••.••.•.....••••••..•••.•.•••. (A2)

o

In equatzion (A2) both q and Th, a."1d'probabl,)r xs, depend upon the corrposd.Hon
of the unburnt mixture. In order to simplify calculations based on equation (A2)
the composition of the unburnt mi.xture was assumed to be constant (at a value of
4 per cent propane in a~r) and the fla~Q1e velocity was assuwed to have been varied
by changing the area of the flame. (This method of altering the f'Lame velocity
would of course be difficult to achieve in a contl~lled r~~er in practice).
If it is further assumed that, for quenclring , the burning velocity must be
reduced to that at th~ Lower' f'la.rnr:nbility limit (2.4 PCJ..~ cent propane/air) then
Botha and Spalding(14) showed in their experiments ''lith a flat flame burner that
a total of 5.0 cal./cc. 'propane must be remcved f rom the ~lanc.

The follm'ling infon,tati'9!l6ts available on adiabatic f'Lame tempcraturcs(lS)
and other thermal propcrties\l ): .

Flame bempe rabure of 4 per cent propane/air 22600 K )

~
Th ::: 20000 K

II " " 2.4 n n ;r :I 17500 K-.
approx.

Tg = 290~ K.
-"

Mean film temperature ::: 2000 +.1:ill = 11450 K.
2 .

k, for nitrogen (the major constituent of the flame), at 1145° K

, -5
::: 2.90 x 5.8 x 10 c.G.o. ~iits.

Also, as 1 cc , flame was originally ~t X .~~ cc.unburnt mi.xburo ,

The volume propane burnt per cc. of flrune ::: £5. x~ x 0.04 cc , at 2900 K.2b . 2260

Thus, for quenching, it is neccssa~ to remove from each cc. of flmJm

.~ x ~~~o x 0.0/+ x 5 cal.c14)

= 2.468 x 10-2 cal.

- 2 -



'"Now, from equation (A2), for the fi&l1e to be just quenched,

.Q.- = total amount of heat lost by 1IDit vnLume of flame
Xs

I

f
I
)
t

v
.' .

= 20?f94 ............................................ •(A3)
m •

This :r.~laticn i.s represented by a broken line in Fig. 1.

o

'i
J



APPENDIX B

.12l!Lt.illnP..eratw.:.:!L6.§.!Lof tl).e .All-uze due tQ...P..Q.§'§'\lE!L of a fla[;m moving
~standsm.._~e.l..o..Qi.U

Cas'Ll: Phosphor-bronze gauze, neminally 200-mesh

The gauze contained 1 wires!em.
. 0.0065 + 0.0061 .

(Table 1)

or _ 2 wires!cm2.
0.0126

i.e. mElSS of wire per cm2 of gauze = 2 x TT x 0.003052 x 8.8 g.
0.0126

i.c. thennal capacity per cm2 of gauze = _2-'-6 x j'( x 0.003052 x 8.8
0.012 .

x 0.088 g.

Now for a flat flame unit area of gauze r~noves heat from unit area cf
flame, and so for quenc~ng a 4 per cent propane!air flame each cm2 of gauze
must absorb 2.468 x 10- X s cal. (from Appendix A)

TemporatUre rise of gauze

Then, t~{ing Xs = 0.2 em. (see Discussion)

= ...Q...2 x 2.468 x 10-2 X 0.0126
2 -1\ X 0.003052 X 8.8 x 0.088

°c

Cas9-?: Brass gauze, nor.rinally 6-m<:sh

This gauze contained 2 wires/cm2
0.423

(Table 1)

i.e. mas s of wire per em2 of gauze = 2 x r\ X 0.047 2 x 8.4 g.
0.423

oC

= 2 x'f\ x 0.047 2 x 8.4 x 0.092 g.
0.423

= 0.2 x 2.468 x 10-2 x 0.423
2 1\x 0.0472 x 8.4 x 0.092

i.e. thermal capacity per cm2 of· gauze

i.e. temperature rise of gauze

= 0.1950 C



APPENDJX C

The follONing treatment is proposed as being applicable to a curved flame
propar,ating through a ste.tionary unburnt gas mixture tm'lards the gauze pack.
Consider first the gauze pack to be an array of tubes and neglect the heat
absorbed by the front and back f'aces of the pack. Let each tube be of h;vdraulic
dio.rneter m em, (mesh width) and of length y CIl1.; let there be a tubes per cm2

of gauz e pack.

"
It-

~: ~.; ' ~ .•.
! ;

'.y-'--------
~ - --- y _. - -;)

./

\
\

, I
\.

-:, __x _
. ~ r;;,.

X ~ y.

\

Case, ~ :

Using the same notation as in Appendix A

The amount of heat absorbed from the flame by unit area of the pack in unit tirJe

The flame is in contact with the pack for time = 1£ s , approx.
V

Q = s
q. V :::

'-

The next step is to obto.:in a value for the heat transfer coefficient, h.
There is littie infomwtion available on the transfer of heat from a gas'at'a
high temperature to a cold-walled tube, at very low values of Re. In addition,
in ~he present case, end effects are uncertain. It scems,probable, h~vever,

that a rclati9n ~f the fonn Nu = z where z is a constant, would hold .
approxinatcly,19J. Then h m = k z •

l
I,

9..
Xs = ( S '4 a h myTh - Tg) ~ • V2 cal.

Xs
~..

i.e. =
, '

~ a, k y z (Th - Tg) ~s· '~2

Now as .; = V
Xs S

s = 4a k y z <'!!:l_:2'.&)
Xs V

••••••.•..•••....•.......••... ,., ..•• •(ci)

Casu: x = y

This is the limiting case because if x <s only a length x of the tubes
will be used at any given instant for heat transfer.

IL
From equation (ci)

= 4 a lcz(Th - Tg) Xs •••••••••••••• (C2)
. S

I.



l!:P.pendix C

In the derivation of equatri.ons (ci.) and (C2) the absorption of heat by the
front and back faces of the pack "RaS neglected. .-'Ulcwance "my be Bade for
this absorption by ass~~ng that a pack of N gauzes is equivalent tc 0. single
gauze plus an array of tubes of thickness that of (N - 1) gauzes. This
assumption has been made in the following calculation.

Consider a pack of Lo-mesh gause quenching a I, per cent propanelair f'Lame,
Let the pack contain N layers of gauze, and let it be assumed that the as semb'Ly
is equivalent to:

plus an array
heat Q2 cal.

Xs

1 layer of Lo-mcsh gauze, abstracting heat .(::l! eal.
Xs

of tubes, with walls of length 2 (N - l)D cm, , abstracting

NOIV from Appendix A

= (froT,' Appendix A).

= l.;l;-!t~_k (Th - Tg)
m~ V

= hl.!±6 x 2.9Q x 5.8 x 10-J x 1710
(0.198")"Q.9 V

= 2..~57 ~ (C3)

Also .92 =
Xs

=

40. k s z

4 k

f'r-om Equation (cr)

Xs • YS
s : xsV

i.e. ~s =
"i ()'"!~ ()14 akz Th - Tg ~§. I"~ ' Ch

S . s .

Direct evaluation of equation (C4) cannot be J:1D.de as the value of the
constant z is not known. However, if use is made of the cxpcr-Lncrrta'L limiting
flame velocity for quenching (Fig. 7), z I'nay be eliminated. Pron Pi.g , 7 we
have:

Critical flame velocity for quenching with 1 layer of gauze = 175 cqls.

" " " " " " many layers " " = 325 Cl";s ,

and from equatLon (G4), the calculated critical flame velocity for quenching
with 1 layer of gauze (i.e. y = 0 em.) is _~..l31....,.....,.,. = 87.4 Cm/s.

2.408 x 10-"
Thus, in proportion, the calculated critical fl~~e volocity for quenching vdth
many layers of gauze should be: 87.4 x ti~ = 162.4 cm/s ,

Equation (C4) then b ccomes , at the limiting case when y = x

40. k Z (Th - Tg) ifl.

-2
U1.140 x 10 xsV

4 a k Z (Th - Tg) ~s = 1.140 x 10-2 (C5)

Equation (C 4) therefore becomes

2.468 x 10-2 = l~ill +
V

- 2 -



Now y = 2(N - 1) x 0.0559 em.

S = 4J. cm./s. (ref. 14)

(Table 1)

Appendix 0

X s = 0.2 em, (assumed in Appendix B and Discussion)

j~ ..0... V = 76.8 + 10.6 N •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (C6)

TJ:'is equation is plotted as a broken li.-le in ~'ig. 7.

F·rom equation (04) at the limiting case when y =x

N - 1 0~2 x 162.4=
2 x 0.0559 x 4J.

= 7.09

or N = 8.1

Thus the limiting quenching velocity should be reached when about eight
gauzes are used.

lerom Equation (05), z rray be calculated:

z = ___U!ill...x. 'Q-2 x l;.l .

4 x 15.5 x 2.9 x 5.8 x 10-5 x 1710 x 0.2

= 0.131

... 3 ...
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APPEHDIX D

The allenchi.np; of f'Larne bv cC'mbine..tions of fine and coarse gauze

Case..];. : a 6- and 120-mesh gauze combination

F~om Table 1 we have:

Su~i'a,J0 area of wire in unit area of 6-mesh brass gauze =

;1 " " " 120-mesh phosphor-bronze gauze = 2.61 cm2

Proportion of the area of the 6-mesh gauze blocked by wires = 0.395

Then the total availablo surface area of wire ,in unit area of combination

=

=

0.395 x 1.40 + 0.605 x 2.61 cm2

2.132 cm2•

This area corresponds to a wire diameter

em.which " " " mesh width

=

=

0.0195

0.0365

em. )

~
from gauze

characteristics,
Table 1.

A gauze of this mesh width would be expected, from Fig. 1, to quench
flames of velocities up to 820 em./s.· Exper:L-nentnl values for the
(6 + 120) and (120 + 6) conibinations are given in Table 4.

Qi!.se 2 : a fine gauze sandwached between two. 6-mesh gauzes.

Consider a 6 + 10 + 6-mesh arrangement.

Then the total available surface area of wire in unit area of th~ combination
should lie between: 0.395 x 1.40 + 0.605 x 1.39 = 1.394 em

Discussion). These areas correspond to wire diameters of 0.065 and 0.0245 em.
respectively and to mesh widths of 0.225 and 0.053 Cl11. respectively. Gauzes
of these mesh widths would be expected, from Fig. 1, to quench flames of
velocities up to 135 and 570 cm./s. respectively. Similar calculations may
be made for other gauzes sandwiched between two 6-mesh gauzes; the values
found are plotted alongside the expe rdmerrta.L results in Fig. 9.

..
and: 2 x 0.395 x 1.40 + 0.605 x 1.39 = 1.947 cm2 (see

IJ
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